
Music of Africa
Music of Africa
Africa is a very large and diverse continent with many musical styles 
and cultures across its different countries and regions.

African music is:

1 part of everyday activities - everyone joins in 
clapping, singing and dancing to the music

2 part of rites and ceremonies where it is performed 
by specialist master drummers and court 
musicians

3 not normally written down but passed on through 
oral tradition 

[Oral tradition: When music is not written down, but is 
passed on through word of mouth. ]

The influence of black African music is widespread. It came over to America with the 
African slaves and combined with the folk music of the European settlers to produce new 
styles of music such as blues, gospel and jazz. These went on to form the basis of pop 
music today.

IMPORTANT TERMS:

Ostinato - a repeated rhythmic and/or melodic idea - used for structure

Polyrhythm - the simultaneous playing or singing of different rhythms by performers 
who frequently begin at different times

Call-and-response - a short melodic idea sung by a soloist and answered by a group

a Capella - unaccompanied singing

Oral tradition - when music is not written down but passed on through word of mouth



Here is a map of Africa. Different areas of Africa have different music traditions. Label the following 
areas and traditions:
Southern African deserts - simple songs
Congo river basin - complicated singing and instrumental music
West Coast - drum ensembles, complex rhythms
East Coast - xylophones, pitched instruments



AFrican instruments
African drums

• They are usually made from wood, metal, earthenware or large gourds, which are 
hard-rinded fruit.

• They come in different shapes - tubular drums, bowl-shaped drums and friction 
drums. Some have one head, others have two.

• They come in different sizes. The bigger the drum - the lower the note. The more 
tension in the drum head - the higher the note produced.

• They are played using hands or sticks or both.
• They sometimes have rattling metal and jingles attached to the outside or seeds 

and beads placed inside the drum.
• They are sometimes held under the armpit or with a sling.

One of the best-known African drums is the West African djembe 
(pronounced zhem-bay). It is shaped like a large goblet and played 
with bare hands. The body is carved from a hollowed trunk and is 
covered in goat skin.

Talking drums imitate the rhythms and 
intonations of speech. They are double-headed 
and belong to the family of hourglass-shaped pressure drums. They 
are played with a beater. The drums can be used to imitate speech 
patterns or as signals to make announcements or warnings. The pitch 
of the note is changed by squeezing or releasing the drum's strings 
with the arm.

Drum Patterns
A cross-rhythm is the effect produced when two conflicting rhythms are heard together.
Polyrhythm is when two or more rhythms with different pulses are heard together, eg 
where one drum is playing in triple time and another is playing in quadruple time, three 
against four.

String instruments
Balafon and djembe drum

String instruments include various types of lute, harp and zither. 
One of the most well-known instruments is the kora - a long-necked 
African harp with many strings. The kora is often used to 
accompany songs of worship. Many kora players play complicated 
melodies at great speed.

Two well-known melodic instruments are the balafon and the 
mbira (thumb piano). The balafon is a West African xylophone - 
it is a pitched percussion instrument with bars made from logs or 
bamboo. The thumb piano is so-named because the thumbs play 
a series of wooden or metal tongues.



Wind instruments
Wind instruments include three different types:

1 flutes (often made out of bamboo)
2 horns and trumpets
3 reed pipes

Other instruments include rattles, shakers, gongs and rasps.

Singing

African call and response singing

In Africa, songs are sung for every occasion, including:

1 childhood lullabies and play songs
2 birthdays, marriages and funerals
3 religious, political and tribal occasions

Songs include accompanied and unaccompanied solos, duets and choruses. 
Unaccompanied choruses are an example of a cappella [A Cappella: Vocal music 
performed without instrumental accompaniment. ] singing. Songs are usually either 
strophic (split up into verses) or are in call-and-response form.

In call-and-response form the leader sings a line (the call) and is answered by a chorus 
(the response). The chorus usually stays the same while the soloist improvises. There is 
often overlapping between the leader and the chorus. The chorus part is usually 
homophonic (in block chords).

African singing often includes glissandos (slides which are sometimes known as 
portamento) and slurs, whistles, yodels and swoops and types of sound such as a raspy 
or buzzy quality.



kalimba - musical instruments
The Kalimba or Mbira or Sansa is a type of thumb piano. It is made from metallic keys 
which are plucked (idiophone) to produce a unique distinctly African sound that is 
ʻinharmonicʼ. The pins sit above a resonator box, usually made of wood. The Kalimba is 
held in the hands and both thumbs play the keys. It is thought that the Kalimba was used 
as a musical accompaniment when walking between villages.

Materials:
1 x piece of pine (120mm x 180mm x 10mm)
6 bobbypins cut in half (at the top of the pin) - use only the straight side of each pin
Staple gun
Staples
Tape and scissors
Ruler and pencil
Hammer

Instructions:

1. Rule a line across the piece of pine - the line needs to be 80mm from the bottom of the 
pine.

2. Place 5 straight bobby pins across the ruled line but perpendicular to the ruled line. 
Vary the placement of each pin so that the length is different in comparison to the ruled 
line. Tape the pins in place.

3. Place the last straight bobby pin straight over the ruled line. Tape the pin in place.

4. Using a staple gun, staple along the single bobby pin, inbetween each of the 5 pins. 

5. Check the tuning of each pin - aim to tune to a pentatonic scale. Once in place, 
hammer the staples and pins into the soft wood.

6. Remove the tape. Play!



circle of life
1.What do we hear in the first section of the music? (circle the most correct 

answer)

VOICES

INSTRUMENTS

A SOLO VOICE CHANTING

A SOLO VOICE SINGING WITH A CHORUS ACCOMPANIMENT

A SOLO VOICE CHANTING FOLLOWED BY A CHORUS OF VOICES IN HARMONY

2.What is this section of music called? 
______________________________________

3.Listen to the chorus of voices in the next section. It is repeating a musical 
phrase over and over. What do you think this is called?

A       R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      V _ _ _ _      CH _ _ _

4.Which of the following is the rhythm of this repetitive phrase? (circle the 
correct answer)

5.What family of instruments first enters? 
______________________________________

6.They are playing short rhythmic patterns which are repeated over and over. 
What are these called? _______________________________

7.As there is more than one rhythm playing at once, this is an example of 
what we call          P _ _ _ RHYTHMS.



8.What happens to the texture of the music in Verse 2?

_____________________________________________________________
___________

9.What instrument enters at the chorus, bringing with it a Western influence?

_____________________________________________________________
___________

10.What happens to the dynamics in the chorus?

_____________________________________________________________
___________

11.In Verse 3, the vocal chant and percussion instruments are now 
accompanied by two pitched instruments. Name these.

____________________________________ and 
________________________________

12.In Verse 3, the volume is now _______________ and the texture is 
_________________.

13.In the space below, write two simple 1-bar rhythmic ostinatos which could 
be performed with the Circle of Life. Practise these using body percussion.


